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Swan Conductors with Differential Values 

Kazuya Kato 

In this paper, we give a refinement of the classical theory of Swan 
conductors for discrete valuation rings, and refer to geometric applications. 

Classically, the Swan conductor of a character of the Galois group 
takes values in Z. Our Swan conductor takes values in some extension S 
of Z. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field. We consider the 
following two cases; totally ramified Galois extensions of K (called Case I 
in this paper), and Galois extensions of ramification index one whose 
residue extension is purely inseparable and generated by one element 
(9~lled Case II). In Case I, our group Sis Kxfuk. 1> (Uk.1> is the group of 
units which are = 1 mod mK, the maximal ideal of K). In Case II, our S 
is a certain group isomorphic to Kx / Uk.1 > (£) Z, and S has elements written 
as [ro] for some non-zero differentials ro of the residue field (this is the 
reason of the title of this paper). The principle is that for a Galois ex
tension L/K and for ueGal(L/K), <T"fl, it is fruitful to consider not 
only the ideal I a of O L generated by { a - u( a); a E O L} as in the definition 
of the classical Swan character, but also the homomorphism 

<pa: DbL!oK---> Ia/I;; adb I--> a(b-u(b)). 

In this paper, we define our Swan character as the pair (Ia, <pa mod mL). 
(Perhaps, it will give a better theory to consider modulo higher powers of 
mL). 

Most classical results (relations with subgroups and quotient groups, 
the integrality of Hasse-Arf .. ,) are generalized to our Swan conductors. 
As in the classical case, our conductor is related to the local class field 
theory. If the residue field is finite-, our Swan conductor of a wildly 
ramified character x: Gal (L/K)--+ ex of degree one describes not only the 
maximal integer i such .that x(U}/>) "<' {l}, but also the homomorphism 
u'i!_>ju'i/_+1>-+cx induced by X· This relation is generalized to higher 
local fields (Theorem (3.7)) and essentially to all K (Theorem (3.6)). 

As the Swan conductor, the different also has a refinement with value 
in S (§2). This "refined different" already appeared in the work of 
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Ihara [9] in a certain case of Case II (not from the standpoint of "theory of 
different", but in connection with liftings of frobeniuses and with con
gruence relations): The differential of degree q -1 of the residue field 
associated to a lifting <p of the q-th power frobenius ([9] §2) gives the 
refined different for the extension of Case II defined by <p (cf. (2.8)). 

In Section 4 and Section 5, we introduce without proofs some results 
on vanishing cycles in relative dimension one, in which our theory is 
applied to describe the ramification of the special fiber. 

Classically, the Swan character is related to Weil's trace formula for 
the cohomology of curves, and the Swan conductor is related to the 
dimension formula of Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich for etale sheaves on 
a curve. In Section 4, we see that our Swan character in Case II is related 
to the trace formula of Takeshi Saito [23] on vanishing cycles, and our 
Swan conductor in Case II is related to the dimension formula in [14] on 
vanishing cycles of sheaves. 

In the last section, we refer to a result (5.6) ofajoint work with Takeshi 
Saito. This result is an attempt to generalize the theory of Laumon [20] 
(3.4) concerning the relation between local constants and the Galois action 
on some space of vanishing cycles. Here the differential in the group S 
in Case II appears as the differential in local constants. The proof and 
the details will be given in the joint paper [17]. 

I express my sincere gratitude to Osamu Hyodo and Masato Kurihara 
from whom I learned that there is a good ramification theory in Case II. 
I remark that this paper was written long after I learned the ramification 
theory in the paper Hyodo [6], and I was inspired largely by results and 
methods in [6]. The definition of our refined different in Section 2 is a 
modification of the definition of his generalized different (called depth in 
[6]). I also express my sincere gratitude to Takeshi Saito for valuable 
advice on Section 4 and Section 5. 

Conventions 

In this paper, K denotes a complete discrete valuation field with re
sidue field F, and Fis always assumed to be of characteristic p>0. The 
normalized additive valuation of K is denoted by vK. We denote by OK, 
mK, mJ.: (i E Z), UK, and U~) (i ~ 1 ), the set of all elements x of K such 
that vK(x)~0, vK(x)~l, vK(x)~i, vK(x)=0, and vK(x-1)~i, respectively. 
For x E OK, x E F denotes the residue class of x. 

If Lis a finite extension of K, we denote the residue field of L by E. 
For a ring B over a ring A, Q11A denotes the differential module. 

The absolute differential module Q1;z is denoted by Q1. 

For a set X, :ll(X) denotes the cardinal number of X. 
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§ 1. Swan characters 

(1.l) For a field k and for one dimensional k-vector spaces Vi, ... , V,, 
we denote by k( V1 , ... , V,) the k-algebra 

EB V\8'ii® .. ·®V~i,, 
(i1, .. ,,ir)ezr 

There is a non-canonical isomorphism of k-algebras 

k(Vi, ... , V,.) ~ k[T 1, ... , T,, T11, ... , T;-1] 

and hence 

For a non-zero element x of V; (1 ~ i ~ r), we denote the corresponding 
element of(k(Vi, .. ·, V,.))X by [x]. 

(1.2) Since mKfmk is a one dimensional F-vector space, the F-algebra 
F(mK/mD is defined as in (1.1). We denote the group (F(mKfmDY 
by RK, and for some reasons, we denote the group law of RK additively. 

The following lemma is clear. 

Lemma (1.3). There is a canonical isomorphism 

Kx/u'Jl>~RK 

having the following characterization. For u E UK, for a prime element 
n of K, and for n E Z, the image of unn mod U}c° in RK is equal to 

unn mod mf+l E m'1./mf+1 =(mKfmk)®" cF(mKfmD. 

For a E Kx, we denote the image of a mod u}c1> in Rx by [a]. By 
our convention, we have [ab]=[a]+[b]. 

(1.4) Let L be a finite separable extension of K with residue field E. 
Then we identify RK with a subgroup of RL via the following injection. 
Let e be the ramification index of L/K. Then the canonical isomorphism 

(1.4.1) 

induces an injective homomorphism of F-algebras 

and hence an injection RK~RL (Another definition is that this injection 
corresponds to the canonical map Kx/u}cn___,.u/U1,ll via (1.3)). 

(1.5) Let L be a finite separable extension of K with residue field E. 
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We say that we are in Case I if L/K is totally ramified (i.e. E=F). We 
say that we are in Case II if the ramification index of L/K is one and E/F 
is a purely inseparable non trivial extension generated by one element. 
Of course, Case I and Cas.:: II are particular cases and never cover all 
possibilities. 

(1.6) Assume that we are in Case II. Then we define groups SK,L 
and SL/K as follows. 

Let V= Ker (Q}-+Q1). Then, Vis a one dimensional F-vector space 
and Qk/F is a one dimensional £-vector space. Let 

SK,L=(F<mK/m}, V))X, SLtK=(E<mLfmt, DbF)t. 

We denote the group laws of SK,L and SL/K additively. We regard SK,L 
as a subgroup of SL/K as follows. Let n=[E: F] and letf: E-+F be the 
homomorphism x 1-x". First we remark that there exists a canonical 
isomorphism 

(Vis as above). Indeed, the canonical map induces an isomorphism 

and hence 

E ® F V ~ E ® f(E) Q}<E)/f(F) ~ (QbF)®" 

where the last isomorphism is 

x®f(y)df(z) f---+ xy"(dz)®". 

Now the isomorphisms (1.6.1) and (1.4.1) (with e= 1) induce a homo
morphism of F-algebras 

F<mxfm}, V) - E<m1,/mi, D11F) 

and hence induces an injection SK,L-+ SLtK which we shall regard as 
"inclusion". 

Consequently the inclusion maps induce a commutative diagram of 
exact sequences 

o-RK-sK,L-..!...+z-o 

l l l n 

0 - RL - SL/K ~ Z - 0 

where ix(x) = 1 for x E V-{0} and P(x) = 1 for x e D11F- {0}. 
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Let M be a subfield of L containing K. Then, when M ~ L (resp. 
M ~K), we regard SM,L (resp. SM;K) as a subgroup of SL/K containing 
SK,L> as follows. If M =K (resp. M =L) we do this by the identity SM,L = 
SK,L (resp. SM1K=SL;K). If K';i=M';i=L, the canonical maps 

Ker (Q} ---> Qh)---> Ker (Q} ---> Q}), 

Q};F---> Q};,1:1, and Ker (Qh---> Q1)---> Qh 1F 

are isomorphisms (M denotes the residue field of M), and give the following 
identifications: 

SK,L = SK,Mc SM;K= SM,L c SL;M= SL/K · 

Lemma (1.7). In Case I (resp. II), the quotient group RLI RK (resp. 
SL;K/SK,L) is annihilated by [L: K]. 

(1.8) Assume Lis a finite Galois extension of K with Galois group G, 
and that we are in Case I (resp. II). For <J E G, we define 

as follows. 
Assume first <J ~ 1. In Case I, take a prime element h of L, and let 

In Case II, take an element h of OL such that E=F(Ti), and let 

SG(<J) = [dh] - [h - <J(h)] 

([dli] is the element of SL/K corresponding to dli E Q11F-{O}, see (1.1)). 
An intrinsic definition of sG(<J) (<J~ 1), from which it is seen that 

sa(<J) is independent of the choice of h, is as follows. , Let I" be the ideal 
of OL generated by {x-<J(x); xEOd. Then we have a surjective homo
morphism 

<fJu: QbLioK---> I"/I!: xdy I--> x(y-<J(y)). 

In Case I (resp. II), by composing <fJu®oL E with the canonical isomorphism 

mLf mi ~ QbLioKf mLQbLfoK; x I--> dx 

(resp. QbL/oK!mLQbL/OK ~ Q1;F)' 

we have an isomorphism 
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If Ia= mi, tensoring this isomorphism with(m 1.fml)®<-1> (resp. (DhF)®<-1>) 
defines a basis of the £-vector space mi- 1/mi (resp. mi/mi+l®(Dl,F)®<- 1>) 
which is, when regarded as an element of RL (resp. SL/K), equal to -s 6 (u). 

In both Case I and Case II, we define 

Proposition (1.9). Let L be a.finite Galois extension of K with Galois 
group G, and assume that we are in Case I (resp. II). Let H be a normal 
subgroup of G. Then for any element -r of G/H-{l}, we have 

L s6 (u)=s 61 H(-r) in RL (resp. SL/K). 
aeG 
(11--+t 

Proof (cf. the proof of [25] Ch. IV §1 Proposition 3). The proofs 
for Case I and for Case II are similar to each other, and hence we give here 
the proof for Case II. Let h be an element of OL such that E=F(h). 
Let M be the subfield of L corresponding to H and let 

P(T)=T'+c 1T'- 1 +···+c,, cieM, r=[L: M] 

be the characteristic polynomial of h over M. Then c1, •.. , c, E mM and 
h'= -c,mod mL. Since P(T)= Il (T-p(h)), we have -r(P)(T)= Il (T-
u(h)). Thus peH !~~ 

[-r(P)(h)]= L [h-u(h)]=r[dii]- L siu). 
a1-+-r a1-,-r 

On the other hand 

Since c, generates OM over OK, we have 

and hence 

From this we have 

[-r(P)(h)] = [-r(c,)-c,] = [ -dc,]M-SG/H(-r) 

=r[dii]-s 6 ,H(-r) in SL/K· 
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Here [ ]M emphasizes that the differential - de, is regarded as a non-zero 
element of Qh, but not as an element of Ql-

§ 2. Differents 

(2.1) Let L be a finite separable extension of K. We denote by 
RLJK the set of all generators of the invertible E(mL/ mi)-module E(mLf 
mi) ® E HomF (E, F) (HomF here means F-linear homomorphisms). We 
define the different XJ(L/K) E R1./K as follows. Let i be the maximal 
integer such that TrL/K (mi)=OK where TrL/K means the trace. The 
surjection 

induces an £-isomorphism mi/mi+ 1 ~ HomF (E, F) and hence defines a 
basis of (mL/mi)®(-i) ®E HomF (E, F). We define XJ(L/K) to be this 
element of RL/K· The following result i's proved easily. 

Proposition (2.2). If L=iM=iK, we have 

XJ(L/ K) = XJ(L/ M) + TJ(M / K). 

Here we denote additively the map RL/M x RM/K~RL/K induced by the 
canonical homomorphisms 

HomM (E, M) @M HomF (M, F) - HomF (E, F), 

M(mMfm'it) - E(mLfmi). 

(2.3) In Case I, HomF (E, F) is identified with E and hence RL/K 
is identified with RL. In Case II, we identify RL/K with a subset of SL/K 
as follows. Let n=[L: K] and let TrE1F: Ql~Q} be the trace map 
(The trace map of differential modules for an inseparable finite extension 
is not popular. However the norm map TCKi(E)~ TCKi(F) (Bloch [1] 
Ch. II §7) induces on gr 1 of TCK 2 ([1] Ch. II §7, [11] §2.2 Proposition 2) 
the desired trace map Ql~Q}. It is an F-linear map characterized by 
the property 

TrEtF(d:)=t", TrEtF(xi :X)=o for l~i~n-1 

for xeEx). Then the image of TrE/F is V=Ker(Q}~Ql). Hence we 
have 

(2.3.1) 

Thus 
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HomF (E, F) ~ Dt;F ®F V®(-l) ~ Dt;F ®E (Dt;F)®(-n) 
(2.3.1) (1.6,1) 

=(Dt;F)®(l-n), 

Via this isomorphism, E(mL/mD ®E HomF (E, F) is regarded as a sub
E(mL/mi)-module of E(mL/mi, Dt;F), and RL/K is thus regarded as a 
subset of SL/K 

Proposition (2.4). Let L be a.finite Galois extension of K with Galois 
group G. In Case I (resp. Case II), we have 

sG(l)=X!(L/K) in RL (resp. SL;K) 

Proof. In Case I (resp. 11), let h be a prime element of L (resp. an 
element of OL such that E=F(li)). Then OL=OK[h]. Let n=[L: K] 
and let P(T) be the characteristic polynomial of hover K. Then in both 
cases, we have 

(2.4.1) Tr(hiP'(h)-l)={ 0 ~f ~~i<n-1 
1 1f 1=n-l 

(P' is the derivative of P, see [25] Ch. III §6 Lemma 2). In Case I, this 
shows 

X!(L/K)= -[hn-1p'(h)-1] 

and the right hand side is equal to 

-[hn-l n (h-u(h))- 1]= - L sG(u)=sa(l). 
aeG aeG 
aa\a,l 0'9"1 

In Case II, if P'(h)OL=mL we have by (2.4.1) that X!(L/K) is equal to the 
element 

(P'(h) mod mt+1)®0 e E(mL/mi) ®E HomF (E, F) 

of RL/K• where 0: E-.F is the map 

L x;lii I- Xn-1 (x;EF). 
O~i<n 

Since 

for any xeE, 

0 is identified with the element (1-n)[dli] of SL/K· Thus 

X!(L/K)=[P'(h)] +(1-n) [dh] 

= L ([h-u(h)]-[dli])= - I: sa(u)=sG(l). 
aeG aeG 
a~l a~l 
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Proposition (2.5). In Case I, if L/K is tame, we have 

'.!l(L/K)=[n] where n=[L: K] 

(n is regarded as an element of Fx). 

Proof. Straightforwards. 
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Remark (2.6). Let '.l)cOL be the classical different ideal of L/K. 
Then the maximal integer i such that TrL;K(mi)=OK is equal to 
-ordd'.!l)+e-1, where e is the ramification index of L/K. In Hyodo 
[6], the integer ordd'.!l)-e+l and certain generalization ofit are studied 
for wild ramifications of (not necessarily discrete) valuations, and our 
definition of '.!l(L/K) was strongly inspired by [6]. 

Remark (2. 7). It seems strange that Swan characters work only in 
Case I or in Case II whereas differents work well for any finite extensions. 

(2.8) The different in this section is related to the differential 
associated tq.;t lifting of the frobenius in Ihara [9] as follows. 

Let k be a subfield of K and assume the following (i) and (ii). 
( i) k is a complete discrete valuation field with respect to the valu

ation of K, and a prime element of k is a prime in K. 
(ii) [F: FP] = p and the residue field k of k is perfect. 
Then, to a lifting <p: K-+ K of the q-th power homomorphism F-+ F; 

x 1-----+xq (q is a power of p), an element w of(Q})®(q-l) (well defined modulo 
P) is associated in [9], and is used for the study of congruence relations. 
The definition of w is w=f/®qf(v)®- 1 under the notation of (2.9) below, 
where we take as L the latter K in <p: K-+ K regarded as an extension 
of degree q of the former K via <p. As in (2.9), w gives the essential part of 
'.!l(L/K). For the properties and applications of w, see also Koike [18]. 
In this connection, [13] (5.7) gives a ramification theoretic interpretation 
to the formula [9] Theorem 3. 

Proposition (2.9). Assume we are given a subfield k of K, and assume 
that the conditions (i) (ii) in (2.8) are satisfied. Let L be a finite extension 
of K of degree n in Case II. Let 11 be a generator of the invertible OK-

d l Q~ 1 1· Ql / i Ql d 't · Q~ 1 mo u e Ox/Ok=.!!!! Ox/Ok mk Ox/Ok an wrz e 11 = cv in OL/ok 
where c E OK, c,=0 and where v is a'generator of the invertible Ocmodule 
~1 h 
QoL/ok· r, en 

'.!l(L/K)=[c]+[v]-n[f- 1(r,)] in SL/K 

where f is the isomorphism Ql 1F=Ql e5 Q} induced by E e5 F; x 1---. 
xn. 
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Proof. The surjectivity of TrE;F: Q1-Q} shows the surjectivity of 
- -1 h TrL/K: QbL/ok -Q 0K10k, and hence we ave 

{JbL/ok ~ HomoiOu QbK10J; 01--> (al-> TrL1ia0)). 

From this, we see that the i E Z such that mi= c- 10L is the unique integer 
satisfying TrL;K(mD=OK. Hence we have 

TrL;K(x}·iJ=TrE;F(cx-v) in Q} forall xEmL 

which proves (2.9). 

§ 3. Swan conductors and class field theory 

In this section, L denotes a finite Galois extension of K with Galois 
group G. We assume that we are either in Case I or Case JI. 

Fix an algebraically closed field A of characteristic zero and let ( 
be a primitive p-th root of 1. The aim of this section is to define a Swan 
conductor sw, (x) ERK in Case I (resp. sw,(x) E SK.Lin Case II} for a virtual 
character x of G over A and give "class field theoretic interpretations" 
of sw, (x). 

(3.1) We denote by R(G) the Grothendieck group offinitely generated 
A[G]-modules. Let i be the integral closure of Z in A. We identify 
an element x of R( G) with the corresponding virtual character c- i. 

For x E R(G), in Case I (resp. JI), we define an element sG(X) of RL@i 
(resp. SL;K®Z) by 

sG(x)= L sc;(a)@x(a). 
c,eG 

We modify this "primitive Swan conductor" sG(X) as follows to 
obtain an elaborate Swan conductor sw, (x) (( is a primitive p-th root of 1 
in A). Let 

e(O= L [r]®('ERK®Z. 
reF; 

We have 

eW)= [r] +e(O for rE F;. 
Let P be the unique p-Sylow subgroup of G. For x E R(G), in Case I 
(resp. 11), we define the element swdx) of RL@i (resp. SL;K®Z) by 

sw, (x) = sp(x Ip)+ (x(l )- xP(t )) · e(('<Gf P>) 

where x IP denotes the restriction of x to P (sp is defined with respect to 
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the Galois extension L/ U where LP is the fixed subfield of L by P) and xP is 
the virtual character of G/P defined by xP(r)=#(P)- 1 I: x(u) for -rE G/P. 

aeG 
at-tot' 

(That is, if x corresponds to a finitely generated A[G]-module M, xP cor-
responds to the A[G/P]-module MP={xEM; u(x)=x VuEP}. 

Lemma (3.2). Let P be the unique p-Sylow subgroup of G and let 
m=#(G/P). 

(1) sw,,(x)=sw 1;(x)+(x(l)- xP(l))[r] for any r E F;. 
(2) so(x)=sp(x I p)+sG 1p(xP)+(x(l)- xP(l))[m]. 

Here, in Case II, G/P={l} and sG/P is the zero function (In Case II, the 
trivial extension K/K corresponding to G/P is in Case I, and hence sG/P is 
defined to be the zero function G/P---+Rx), 

(3) sw, (x)= sw, (x I p)+(x(l)-xP(l))[mJ. 
(4) sw, (x)=O if x is tame (i.e. if x belongs to the image of the 

canonical map R(G/P)---+R(G)). 

The proofs of these formulas are easy and we omit them. 
The classical formulas of the Swan conductors concerning subgroups 

and quotient groups are generalized as follows. 

Proposition (3.3). Let H be a subgroup of G. 
(1) Assume H is normal in G, let x E R(G/H) and let x' E R(G) 

be the image of x under the canonical map R(G/H)---+R(G) (That is, x'(u)= 
x( u mod H) for a 11 u E G). Then we have 

sG(x') = sG;H(X) and sw, (x') = sw, (x). 

(2) Let x E R(H) and let i E R(G) be the induced virtual represen
tation. Then 

sG(i) = #(G/H) (sH(X) + x(l)!)(LH /K)) 

sw, (i) = #(G/H)(sw, (x) + x(l)!)(LH I K)- XH nP(l)!)(LHP I K)) 

where Pis the p-Sylow subgroup of G and LH (resp. LHP) denotes the fixed 
subfield in L by H (resp. HP) (Note H n Pis the p-Sylow subgroup of H). 

Proof. For sG, these are formal consequences of (1.9) (2.2) (2.4). 
The formulas for sw, are deduced from those for sG and from (2.5) (3.2). 
We omit the details of the proof since they are straightforwards. 

The following result is a generalization of the classical theorem of 
Artin that Artin character is indeed a character ( or of the equivalent 
result, the theorem of Hasse-Arf). 

Theorem (3.4). In case I (resp. II), we have 
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sw,(x)eRK in RL®i 

(resp. sw, (x) e S K,L in S LJK® i) 

.for any x E R(G). 

The corresponding fact for s6 (x) does not hold. The necessity of 
the modification of six) into sw, (x) was pointed out by 0. Hyodo to 
the author. 
The proof of (3.4) is given later. 

(3.5) We shall give class field theoretic interpretations (3.6) (3. 7) of 
the Swan conductor sw, (x), generalizing the fact that the classical Swan 
conductor of a character x of degree one is the minimal integer i~O such 
that x(uU+1>)={l}. Here we give some necessary reviews on Galois 
cohomology and on higher dimensional local fields (cf. [13]). 

For a field k and for an integer n which is invertible ink, let H:(k) be 
the Galois cohomology group Hq(k, Z/nZ(q-1)) where (q-1) means 
the Tate-twist. If char (k) = p > 0 and n = n' pm with p,t'n' and m ~ 0, 
let H:(k) = H~,(k) + HZm(k) where H~,(k) is as above and 

HZm(k)=Coker (Wm.Qz-1 ~ Wm.QZ-1/dWm.QZ-2). 

Here Wm.Qi is the de Rham-Witt complex. 
We define 

Hq(k)= lim H:(k). -n 

Then we have canonical isomorphisms 

(3.5.1) 

(3.5.2) 

H 2(k);;;; Br (k), the Brauer group of k, 

H 1(k);;;;Homc00 i{Gal(k•h/k), Q/Z) 

where k•b denotes the maximum abelian extension of k. 
Let K;f (k) be Milnor's K-group of k ([19]). Then we have a pairing 

(3.5.3) 

and its limit 

(3.5.4) 

as follows. If n is invertible in k, (3.5.3) is defined by the cohomological 
symbol map 

K~(k)----> W(k, Z/nZ(r)) 
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and the cup product. If ch (k) = p > 0 and n is a power pm of p, (3.5.3) is 
defined by 

K~(k)-----> Wm.Qr; {a 1 ,-··, a,} I--> dlog(a 1)···dlog(a,) 

and the product structure of Wm.Qi,. 
In the case of a complete discrete valuation field k with residue field 'I<,, 

we have a canonical homomorphism 

for which 

(3.5.5) H~(K)~H~- 1(1')-----> H~(k) 

(x, y) [-----> iq(x)+{iq- 1(y), n} 

is injective for any prime element n of k. This map (3.5.5) is bijective if n 
is invertible in K, or if char(K)=p>O and [K: KP]~pq- 2 • If char(k)= 
p > 0, the composite map 

is still injective if n is a power of p. 
In the case char (K)= p>O, we denote the composite 

ai- 1 -----> H;(1') .2!!...+ H;(k)-----> Hq(k), 

where the first map comes from the definition of H;(f), also by iq. We 
then have 

• ( dii1 diiq-1) {" () } lq X-_~· A••• A-_-- = 11 X, U1,··, Uq-1 
U1 Uq-1 

for u 1,-··, uq-t E Uk. 
We call a field k an N-dimensional local field if a sequence of fields 

k0 ,- • ·, kN is given satisfying the following conditions. 
( i ) k0 is a finite field. 
(ii) For 1 ~ i ~ N, ki is a complete discrete valuation field with residue 

field k;- 1 • 

(iii) k=kN. 
For an N-dimensional local field k, we obtain a canonical isomorphism 

(3.5.6) 

by induction on N and by (3.5.5). This gives a canonical pairing 

H 1(k)®Kf(k)-----> HN+l(k)~Q/Z 
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and hence by (3.5.2), the reciprocity map 

(3.5.7) K1;{ (k)--> Gal (k•b/k). 

of the class field theory of k. 
If further char (k) = p > 0, the composite 

Qf--> H;+ 1(k)--> Z/pZ 

is denoted by Res (called the residue map) and has an explicit description 
as in [11] §2. 

Theorem (3.6). Let L/K and G be as before and let x: G-Ax be a 
character of degree one which is not tamely ramified. Fix an iso
morphism Q/ Z~(Ax) 10,. Regard X as an element of H 1(K) via this 
isomorphism, and let ( be the primitive p-th root of 1 which corresponds 

to _1__ mod Z via this isomorphism. 
p 

(1) Assume that we are in Case I, let sw,(x)=[c], cEKX, and let 
m=vx(c). Then m~ 1, and 

(3.5.4) 

annihilates Vit+ 1l. We have 

{x, 1-cz}={i 1(z), n} in H2(K) 

for any z E OK and for any prime element n of K such that n EN iix(Lx). 
(2) Assume we are in Case II. Then sw,(x)=[c]-[w] for some 

cEKx and wEQ}-{O}. Let m=vK(c). Then, m~l and {x, }: Kx
H2(K) annihilates U}t+J)_ We have 

{x, 1-cz}=ii(zw) in H 2(K) for zEOK. 

In the following, for a discrete valuation field k, we denote by vmKf (k) 
(m, q ~ 1) the subgroup of Kf (k) generated by elements of the form 
{x, y 1 , ... , Yq-d such that x Ek, vix-1)~ m, and y 1 , ... , Yq-t E P. 

Theorem (3.7). Let K be an N-dimensional local .field with N~l 
with residue field F (=kN_ 1) of characteristic p>0. Let L/K and G 
be as before, and let x: G-A x be a character of degree one which is not 
tamely ramified. Denote also by x the homomorphism K1;{(K)-Ax 
which is induced by x and (3.5.7). 

(1) In Casel, let sw,(x)=[c] (cEKx) and m=vK(c). Then x 
annihilates um+t K1;{(K) and the composite 
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where (f)c(Y d_z, I\ ... I\ d_zN-I) ={1-yc, z,, ... , ZN_,} (ye OK, Z1,"', 
Z1 ZN-I 

zN-t EU K), coincides with 

(2) In Case II, let sw,(x)=[c]-[w] (ceKX, weQ}-{0}), and let 
m=vK(c). Then, x annihilates um+ 1KW(K), and for any prime element 
n of K, the composite 

( - dz1 dzN-2) -where <pc Y---1\ ... /\~_-- ={1-cy, z 1, ... , zN-z, n} (ye OK, z1 , ... , 
Z1 ZN-2 

zN-z EU K), coincides with 

This (3.7) is easily deduced from (3.6) by using the facts in (3.5). 

Remark (3.8). For K and x as in Theorem (3.7), sw, (x) is chara
cterized by its property stated in (3. 7). On the other hand, for more 
general K and x considered in (3.6), the statement of (3.6) (1) (resp. (2)) 
becomes very weak if H!(F)=O (resp. H;(F)=O) (for example if F is 
separably closed). However (3.6) gives a characterization of sw, (x) in 
the following sense. For an extension F' of F preserving p-basis (this 
means that a p-basis ([7] Ch. 0 §21) of F is still a p-basis in F', or equi
valently, that the map 

F' ® F 1 F -------> F'; x (8) y I-----> xP y 

is bijective wheref(x)=xP), there is a complete discrete valuation_ field K' 
over K such that the restriction of vK' to K coincides with vK and such that 
the residue field of K.' is isomorphic to F' over F (See [12] Lemma 1, such 
K' is unique in a very strong sense). Then L'=L®KK' is a Galois 
extension of K' whose Galois group G' is canonically isomorphic to G. 
If L/K is in Case I (resp. II), so is L'/K'. Furthermore we have sdu')= 
s6 (u) for any u E G and for the corresponding u' E G', and hence 

sG,(x') = sG(X), sw, (x') = sw, (x) 

for any x E R( G) and for the corresponding x' E R( G'). By the following 
Lemma (3.9), when F' ranges over all extensions of F preserving p-basis, 
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(3.6) gives a characterization of sw, (x). 

Lemma (3.9). Let k be a field of characteristic p>O, let r~O, and 
let wEQL w,60. Then there exist an extension k'/k preserving p-basis 
and a Ek' such that the class of aw in H;+ 1(k') is not zero. 

Proof. By a direct computation, one sees easily the following fact. 
Ifchar(k)=p>0 and [k: kP]=p'<oo, and if (b;) 1 ~i~r is a p-basis of k, 
the class of r- 1b11db 1 A··· A b,d- 1b, in H;+ 1(k((T))) is not zero. Now 
let k and w be as in (3.9), and let k' = U k(P-') (Tis a variable). Then 

i~O 

the extension k' / k preserves p-basis. Let ( b ;.) J.er be a p-basis of k where I 
is a totally ordered set, and write 

W= L x.b;/l)dbs(I) I\··· I\ b;(}idbs(r) 
s 

where s ranges over all strictly increasing functions {1,-··, r}-I. Fix s 
such that x.#0 and let a=(Tx.)- 1• We show that the class of aw in 
H;+ 1(k') is not zero. To see this, it is sufficient to show that the class of 
aw in H;+ 1(k(TP-')) is not zero for any i. Let 

k" = k(bIJ.-'; Jc E J -{s(l),-··, s(r)}, i ~O). 

Then [k": (k")PJ = p'. In H;+ 1(k"((TP-'))), the class of aw is equal to 
the class of yr' b;<\idbs(I) I\··· I\ b;})dbs(r) and this class is not zero by 
the remark at the beginning of the proof. 

Now we prove Theorem (3.4) and Theorem (3.6). As in the classical 
case, the proof of Theorem (3.4) is reduced to the case where xis a character 
of degree one. Indeed, by the theory of Brauer ([26] § 10), R( G) is 
generated by characters which are induced by characters of degree one 
of subgroups of G. But if H is a subgroup of G and if (3.4) holds for x E 

R(H), then (3.4) holds for i E R(G) by (3.3) (2) and (1.6) (1.7). 
Our task is now to prove (3.4) and (3.6) for a character of degree one. 

The reduction to the case G=P is easy, and so we assume that the order of 
x: G-Ax is a power of p. 

We consider first the case where x: G-A x is of order p. In this case, 
(3.4) and (3.6) follow from the following (3.10) and (3.11). 

Lemma (3.10). Assume that L/K is of degree p, x: G-A x a non-trivial 
homomorphism, u a generator of G, and let C = x(u). In case I (resp. II), 
let h be a prime element of L (resp. an element of OL such that E=F(li)). 
Let 
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Then, in Case I (resp. 11), we have 

sw, (x)= [ -b] 

(resp. sw,(x)=[ -b]-[x- 1dx]K where x=liP and where [ ]K empha
sizes that the differential is considered as an element of Q} (not of D1;F)-

Proof. The proofs for Case I and for Case II are similar, and so 
we give here the proof for Case II. By definition, 

for l~i<p. 

So, 

= -e(()+ [ -1] + p[a]- p[li- 1dli]L 

= -e(O+[ -b]-[x- 1dxh (x=liP), 

and hen-ce sw, (x) = [ - b ]- [x- 1dx]K-

Lemma (3.11). Let LJK, X, <1 be as in (3.10), and let h be any 
element of U. Let a=l-<1(h)h- 1 and b=NL;K(a). Then 

{x, l+bz}={i 1(z), NL;K(h)} in H 2(K) 

for any z E OK. 

For the proof, see [11] §3.3 Lemma 15. 
Next we consider homomorphisms x: G-+ Ax of order pn (n ~ 1) by 

induction on n. By (3.3) (1), we may assume x is injective. 

Lemma (3.12). Let LJK be a cyclic extension of K of degree a power 
of p, Ha subgroup of G such that H #-{l}, and let M be the subfield of L 
corresponding to H. Then for any injective homomorphism x: G-+AX, 
we have 

sw,(x)=sw,(x I H)+'.n"{M/K). 

Proof. Since 

and sil)-sH(l) = !'.l(M/K) ((2.2)(2.4)), it is sufficient to prove L sG(<1)® 
aeG-H 

x(<1)=0. For this, it suffices to prove for <1EG-H of order p' (r~2), 
L si<1i)®x(<1)i=0. Since si<1i)=[i]+sc;(<1), we are reduced to the 

ie(Z/pr)x 
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easy facts 

for j E F; 

for a primitive p' -th root 17 of 1 with r ~ 2. 
Assume now that L/ K is a cyclic extension of degree p" (n ~ 2). We 

prove (3.4) (3.6) for an injective homomorphism x: G-d x (This is 
sufficient to finish the proofs of (3.4) (3.6)). Let M / K be the subextension 
of L/K of degree p. We assume that (3.4) and (3.6) are already proved 
for L/M and M/K. In Case I (resp. II), let t=vM(l-a(h)h- 1) where his a 
prime element of M (resp. an element of OM such that M =F(h)). Then t 
is independent of the choice of h. The study of the norm map NM I K: 
Mx_.Kx in [25] Ch. V §3 (for Case I) and in [10] §1 Remark 1 (for Case 
II) shows the followings. In Case I, 

N M;K( u<Ji+pi))= u}!+n, N M;K( u<Ji+pi+l))= u}l+i+i) 

N MJK(I + x) = 1 + TrMJK (x) mod mJ_fi+t 

for any i~l and for any xEm~Pi. In Case II, 

N MJK( u<Ji+n) = u')l'1+n 

N MJK(l +x) = 1 + TrMJK (x) mod m;f't+i+n 

for any i~l and for any xEm~i (In fact, in [10] §1, we considered only 
the case [F: FP] = p. But the above results on N MJK is reduced to this 
case by adding to K the pj-th roots (.i ~ 0) of a lifting of a p-basis of F 
over MP). 

We consider Case I. Let sw,(xl H)=[b], bEMX, and let m'=vK(b). 
By using (1.9), we can show m' > t (we omit the details). We can prove 
further m' = t mod p as follows. By (3.9), we may assume H!(F)-:/- 0. 
If t+pi+l~m'<t+p(i+1) for some i~l, we have NM;K(U~'l)= 
N MJK(U~'+ll) by the above remark on N MJ!(· But this contradicts H!(F) ~ 
0 since in H 2(K), 

{x, NM;K( u,w·+ 1 l)} = CorM;K( {x I H, u,w·+ 1 J}) = o, 

{x, N M;K(U,W'l)} = CorMJK ( {x I H, U,W'l}) 

= CorMJK ({H!(F), N LJM(nL)}) = {H!(F), N LJK(nL)} ~ 0 

where CorMJK is the corestriction map and nL is a prime element of L. 
Now by m' > t and m' = t mod p, and by the above remark on N MfK, if we 
put c=TrM 1db) and m=vK(c), we have m'-t=p(m-t), NM1K(l-bz)= 
1-czmodm'f<.+ 1 for zEOK, and 
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!l(M/K)= [b- 1c]. 

This last equation and (3.12) prove sw,(x)=[c]. Furthermore, 

{x, utm+l)}={x,NM/iU~'+l))}=CorM/K({xl H, U~'+l)})=O, 

{x, 1-cz}=CorM/K({xlH, 1-bz})=CorM/K({i 1(z), NL/M(nL)}) 

={i1(z), NL/K(nL)} 

for z E OK and for a prime element nL of L. 
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We next consider Case II. Let sw,(xlH)=[b]-[w]M, bEMX, 
wEKer(Qh,-+Q}), W"cO. Let m'=vK(b) and let m=pt+(m'-t). By 
using (1.9), we have m' > t. Hence by the above description of N M/K• 
we see that 

!l(M/K)= [c]-[b] + [w']M-[1J]K 

for some cEKx such that vK(c)=m, and for some non-zero elements 
w' E Dk1F and 1J E Ker (Q}-+Qh,), and that 

NM/K(l-by)=l-cz modm~+t 

for y E OM and for z E OK satisfying 

We have for such y and z, 

(*) {x, 1-cz} =CorM 1d{x I u, 1-by}) 

= CorM/K (ii(yw))= ii(TrM/F (yw)) 

by the commutativity of the diagram (easy to prove) 

Dk-~;,-~ H 2 (M) 

TrM/F 1 1 CorM/K 
Q} ;, H2(K). 

We show that w' EFw in Dk/F (This corresponds to the "Hasse-Arf 
property" m' = t mod pin Case I). To prove this, by (3.9), we may assume 
that the image of V=Ker(Q}-+Ql) in H~(F) is not zero. Since TrM;F 
factors as 

(*) shows 
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yw'EdM m Q}J1F===>ywEdM in Q}il/F• 

and hence shows w' E Fw in Dk /F· Now by writing w' = aw in DJ.r /F with 
a E UK, we have 

'!)(M/K)= [c]-[b] + [w]M-[ii- 1'1h. 

By (3.12), we have 

sw~ (x)= [c]-[a- 1,,]K 

proving (3.4), and now (*) shows 

proving (3.6). 

Remark (3.13). If Fis perfect, sw~ (x) for a character x of degree one 
is explained by the local class field theory of Serre [24] and of Hazewinkel 
[5]. Assume that F is perfect and we are in Case I. Let 1!.K be the 
pro-algebraic group over F associated to UK· Then a homomorphism 
x: Gal (L/K)-+Ax induces 

X : 1C I (1!.K) -------> AX 

(see [24] [5]). If x is not tame, there exists m ~ 1 such that 

x(n 1 (1!.}t>)) ,= { 1 }, x(n1 (1!.im+1l)) = { 1} . 

Fix a primitive p-th root ( of 1 in A and a prime element n of K. Then x 
and the homomorphism 

induce a non-zero continuous homomorphism 

and this homomorphism must have the form 

Hom (F, Z/ pZ) -------> Ax; h I----> (h(u) 

for a unique u E px. Then our sw, (x) is equal to [nm]- [u]. 
By using a generalization [15] of the local class field theory [24] [5], 

we can generalize the above fact as follows: If [F: FP] = p' < oo and x is 
an element of H•+ 1(K) whose image in H•+l(Kn,) has order a multiple of 
p (i.e. xis not "tame"; here Kn, denotes the maximal unramified extension 
of K), then there exists a unique element sw (x) of (F(mK/mf, !lp)Y having 
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the following property: sw,(x) has the form [c]-[w] where ceKX, vK(c) 
~ 1, w E Qp-{O}, and for any extension F' of F preserving p-basis, 

{x, 1-cz}={i,+ 1(.zw), n} in w+2(K') 

for any z E OK, and for any prime element n of K where K' is as in (3.8). 

Remark (3.14). There is an analogue of the argument in Section 2 
for division algebras. Let D be a central division algebra over K of 
dimension n2 , and assume that the residue skew field E of Dis commutative 
and is a purely inseparable non-trivial extension of F generated by one 
element. Then, [E: F] =n and the ramification index of D/K is n. Let V 
= Ker (Q}--+Q1) and let 

SK,n=(F(mKfm!, V))X, Sn;K=('E(mv/mtJ, Q11F)Y. 

Then the canonical isomorphisms E ®F mKfm!';;;f m'l,/m'l,+1 and E ®F V';;;f 
(Q11F)®n (1.6.1) induce an inclusion map SK,n~Sn;K· We can define the 
different 1:J(D/K)ESn;K by using the reduced trace map D--+K in the same 
way as in Section 2. 

In the case [F: FP] = p, this different is related to the Swan conductor 
for H 2(K) in (3.13) as follows (cf. [16]). If x denotes the element of H 2(K) 
= Br(K) corresponding to D, then x is of order n and 

1:J(D/K)=(p-1) I; pi sw((np- 1-i)x) 
i 

where i ranges over all integers ~ 0 such that pi+i I n. This is a non
commutative analogue of [6] (3.4). 

Remark (3.15). The assumption of this section that LJK is in Case I 
or II is slightly weakened as follows. Let L/ K be a finite Galois extension 
with Galois group G and with the maximum unramified subextension K' / K, 
and assume that L/K' is in Case I or II. For x E R(G) and a primitive 
p-th root ( of 1 in A, define 

SW,(X)=SW,(XI Gal(L/K')). 

Then, we see easily that sw,(x) is fixed by Gal(K'/K) and thus obtain 
(3.15.1) if L/K' is in Case I (resp. II), sw,(x) belongs to RK (resp. to 

SK,L=(F(mKfm!, V)Y where V=Ker(Q}--+Q1)). 
Furthermore, by using a standard corestriction argument, we see that 

Theorem (3.6) and Theorem (3.7) are generalized to L/K of this type. 

Remark (3.16). Finally we remark that the assumption of this 
section that A is of characteristic zero is generalized to char (A)~ p. Let 
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A be an algebraically closed field such that char (A)~ 0, p, and let A' be 
the algebraic closure of the field of fractions of the Witt ring W(A). Then 
as in [26] §15, we have a canonical surjection RAG)-RA(G) where RA(G) 
(resp. RAG)) denotes the Grothendieck group of finitely generated modules 
over A[GJ (resp. A'[G]). For x E RA(G) and a primitive p-th root ( of 
1 in A, let x be any element of RA,(G) with image x in RA(G) and let ( be 
the unique primitive p-th root of 1 in A' with reduction (, and define 

SWs (X) = SWe (X) · 

Then, sw, (x) is independent of the choice of x as is seen from the definition 
in (3.1) and from [26] § 18.3. It is easy to see that the theorems (3.4) 
(3.6) (3.7) (in the situation of (3.15) also) are generalized to this sw, (x) 
(In (3.6), QI Z should be replaced with the prime to char (A)-part of QI Z). 

§ 4. Formulas for vanishing cycles 

( 4.1) In this section, k denotes a complete discrete valuation field 
with algebraically closed residue field. Let A be a two dimensional 
normal henselian local ring over Ok obtained as the henselization of 0x,x 

where X is flat of finite type over Ok and x is a closed point of X lying over 
mk. We assume further 

(4.1.1) 

(4.1.2) 

A ®ok Oklmk is reduced. 

A ®ok k is essentially smooth over k. 

We denote by P the finite set of all prime ideals of height one of A 
lying over mk. We apply the results in Section 1-Section 3 to the study of 
wild ramification of the discrete valuation rings AP for p E P. 

For the formalism of vanishing cycles, see [3]. In particular, for a 
sheaf :Fon Spec (A ®ok k) for the etale topology, we use the notations 

RiifJ(:F) = Hi(Spec (A ®ok ksep)e1, :F) (i E Z) 

RI/J(:F) =RI'(Spec(A ®ok ksep)e1, :F) 

where ksep denotes the separable closure of k. We have RiifJ(:F)=O for 
i~O, 1. 

We denote by l a prime number which is different from the charac
teristic of the residue field of k. 

(4.2) Let a: A-A be a non-trivial Ok-automorphism of finite order. 
We introduce a result (4.3) of T. Saito which describes the trace 
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(note R0ijJ(Q1)=Q 1). 

Let P' ( resp. P") be the set of all prime ideals p e P such that u( p) = p 
and such that the induced map on the residue field u: K(p)--+K(p) is the 
identity (resp. not the identity). For p e P' U P", we define the integer sP 
as follows. 

Let p e P', let L be the field of fractions of the completion of the 
discrete valuation ring Ap, and let K={aeL; u(a)=a}. Then, L/K is an 
extension in Case II. So we have an element sa(u) e SL/K where G=Gal (L/ 
K), and we can write 

(*) sa(u)=[w]-[c], we.Q!<Pl-{0}, ceP. 

We define the integer sP to be !he order of the di_!l'erential w with respect to 
the discrete valuation ring A/pc K(p) where A/p is the normalization of 
A/p. As is easily seen, sP is independent of the expression (*). 

On the other hand, for :p e P", let sP be the classical Swan character of 
the induced map u: K(p)--+K(p) with respect to the discrete valuation ring 
Ajp. 

Finally, let iq be the dimension of the finite dimensional k-vector 
space (A ®ok k)/1,, where I,, denotes the ideal of A ®ok k generated by 
{a -u(a); a e A ®ok k}. 

Theorem (4.3) (Saito [23]). Let the notations be as above. Then we 
have 

Tr(u: Rt/J(Q1))=iq+#(P')+ L sP. 
peP'UP" 

(4.4) We turn to the dimension formula. Let A be an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic l and let .'F" be a locally constant etale sheaf of 
A-modules of finite rank on a non-empty open subset U of Spec (A ®ok k). 
We assume that the following (4.4.1) holds for any peP. 

( 4.4.1) Let p e P, and let K be the field of fractions of the completion 
of AP. Then the representation of Gal (K .. P/K) over A defined by .'F" 
factors through a quotient Gal (L/ K) such that Lis a finite Galois extension 
of K of ramification index one. 

By Epp [4], this assumption (4.4.1) becomes satisfied after a finite 
extension k'/k of the base field (replacing A by A ®ok Ok,) without changing 
the space RiijJ(:F"). 

Let u :. U--+Spec (A ®ok k) be the inclusion map. We describe a 
formula (4.5) in [14] §6 for 

dim Rt/Ju1(.'F") = L ( - l)i dim RiijJu1(.'F") 
i 

=dim R0 ijJui(.'F")-dim R1t/Ju1(.'F"), 
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a generalization of a formula of Deligne in [19] (5.1.1) which considers 
the case where §' is unramified at P. 

For p e P, we define the integers sP and sP as follows. Take K and L 
as in (4.4.1), and let G=Gal (L/K). Then, for a primitive p-th root ( of 
1 in A, the element of RA(G) corresponding to§' defines an element sw, (§') 
eSK,L (cf. (3.15) (3.16)) and we can write 

(*) 

where cekX, wie.Q!<Pl-{0}, r~O. Define 

r 
sp= - }2 ord(w;) 

i=l 

where ord is the order of the differential with respect to the discrete valu
ation ring Ajp. As is easily seen, sP is independent of the expression (*) 
and of the choice of(. Next, let .F be the restriction to Spec (K(p)) of the 
direct image of§' under Spec (K)--+Spec (OK)- We define sP to be the sum 
of rk (.F) and the classical Swan conductor of .F with respect to Aiv. 

On the other hand, let s~ be the sum of the classical Swan conductors 
of§' at all the maximal ideals of the Dedekind domain A ®ok k•'g, where 
k• 1g denotes the algebraic closure of k. Finally, writing A/mkA by R 
and the normalization of R by .R., let{) be the length of the R-module RJR. 

Theorem (4.5). Let the assumptions and the notations be as above. 
Then 

where N = #(Spec (A ®ok k•'g)- U ®k k•'g). 

Remark (4.6). Classically, Weil's trace formula for the cohomology 
of a curve is essentially equivalent to the formula of Grothendieck-Ogg
Shafarevich on the dimension of the cohomology of an etale sheaf on a 
curve. Similarly, the theorems (4.3) and (4.5) are essentially· equivalent. 
However, the proof of ( 4.3) in Saito [23] is different from the proof of ( 4.5) 
in [14] (the latter uses the formula of Deligne in [19] (5.1.1) whereas the 
former uses the stable reduction theorem) and provides a new proof of the 
formula of Deligne (cf. also [22] §4). 

§ 5. Local constants 

The result of this section was obtained in the collaboration with 
Takeshi Saito, and the proof will be given in the joint paper [17]. 
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In [20] Theorem (3.4), Laumon obtained an important formula which 
represents the local constant of a local field of positive characteristic as a 
determinant of the Galois action on certain vanishing cycles. In this 
section, by using our Swan conductor in Case II, we give a generalization 
of his formula (but only for local constants of characters of degree one). 
Here we can treat vanishing cycles in mixed characteristics (but the local 
constants considered are for local fields of positive characteristic as in [20]). 

( 5.1) Let k be a complete discrete valuation field with finite residue 
field Fq, and let A=Ok{T} be the henselization of Ok[T] at the maximal 
ideal generated by T and mk. We denote the field of fractions of A by M. 

Let l be a prime number which is different from p=char (Fq), and let 
A be the algebraic closure of Q1• For smooth A-sheaves ffe and '# on a 
non-empty open subset U of Spec (A (8)0 k k), we define the homomorphism 

to be the product 

det (Rt/JUi(ffe®'#)). det (Rt/JUi(A))'k(.rJrk('1) 

· det (Rt/Jui(ffe))-rk('1J. det (Rt/Ju!('#))-rk(.rJ. 

Here u: U-----=-----. Spec (A (8)0 k k) is the inclusion map, and det means the 
determinant of the Galois action. If U' is a non-empty open subscheme 
of U, then t/J(ffe, '#) = t/J(ffe I u', '# I u,). So, t/l(ffe, '#) depends only on the 
representations of Gal (MseP/M) over A defined by ffe and'#, respectively. 
We seek a formula for t/J(ffe, '#). 

We assume the following (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). Let p be the prime 
ideal mkA, and let K be the field of fractions of the completion of the 
discrete valuation ring AP. 

(5.1.1) ffe is extended to a smooth A-sheaf on an open subscheme 
of Spec (A) containing p. 

(5.1.2) The representation of Gal (KseP/K) over A defined by '# 
factors through Gal (L/K) for some finite Galois extension L of K o,f 
ramification index one, and this representation has no non-zero fixed 
vector by the inertia group of Ga1 (Ksep/K). 

The following conjecture relates t/J(ffe, '#) to a certain local constant 
e(ffe IP' sws,,,('#)) whose definition will be given later. 

Conjecture (5.2). Assume (5.1.1) and (5.1.2), and assume that at any 
closed point of Spec (A (8)0 k k), at least one of ffe and '# is smooth. Then 

e(ffe IP' sws,n ('#))=t/l(ffe, '#)(n) · det (ffe, swq ('#))(n) · det ('#, swq (ffe))(n) 
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for any prime element 1C of k. 
The notations here are explained in (5.3) below. 

(5.3) First we introduce a notation for local constants. Fix a 
primitive p-th root ( of 1 in A. Let F be the residue field K(p) of K. Then 
F is the field of fractions of Fq{T}. For a A-sheaf .Yt' on Spec (F) and 
for w E Q}- {O}, let 

ii(.Yt', w)=(-l)•w(K)e 0 (£, dx, !Q)eo(A, dx, ~)-rk(K)eAX, 

where sw (£) E Z is the classical Swan conductor of .Yt' with respect to 
the discrete valuation field F, dx is a Haar measure on the completion F 
of F, !Q is the additive character 

- Tr (res(aro)) 
F-----> Ax; a I--> ( Fq/Fp 

associated to w (res denotes the residue), and e0 is the local constant in 
Deligne [2] §3.4. As is easily seen, ii(.Yt', w) is independent of the Haar 
measure dx. 

Now we return to (5.2). By the assumption (5.1.2), we can apply 
the results of Section I -Section 3 to the discrete valuation field K to 
obtain the element sw,(~) of (F(mKfmi, Q})t. For a prime element 
re of k, by writing 

(*) 

(me Z, W;EQ}-{O}, r=rk(~)), we define 

r 
ii(.ffe', sw.,"(~))=D ii(.ffe'lv, W;)EAx. 

i=l 

As is easily seen, this element is independent of the expression (*). 
(.ffe' Iv denotes the restriction to Spec (F) of a smooth extension of .ffe' to 
an open set containing p ). 

The other notations in (5.2) are as follows. First, det (.ffe', swq (~)) 
and_ det (~, swq (.ffe')) are homomorphisms Gal (k•bf k)-+A x defined in 
the following way. Ifchar(k)=O, we define them to be the trivial homo
morphism. Assume char (k)= p>O. Then det (.ffe', swq(~)) is the product 
u1--> TI hx(u)*> where x ranges over all closed points of Spec(A ® 0 • k) at 

X 

which ~ is not smooth, s(x) E Z denotes the classical Swan conductor of 
~ at the unique point of Spec (A ®ok k 11P~) lying over x (we made the 
perfection of k since the classical Swan conductor works with the perfectness 
of the residue field), and hx is the following composite map 
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Here k' is the maximum separable subextension of K(x)/k, the first arrow 
is the transfer, and the last map is defined by <let (ffe Ix) (note ffe is smooth 
at x by the assumption in (5.2)). We define <let(~, swq (ffe)) in the same 
way. 

Finally, for any homomorphism h: Gal (k•hjk)---+ AX, h(n) EA x denotes 
the image of n under 

kx-----------, Gal (k•b/ k) _____!!_____, Ax 

where the first arrow is the reciprocity map of the local class field theory. 

Remark (5.4). In (5.2), assume char(k)=O. Then the swq-terms 
vanish and hence the formula (5.2) has the simple form 

e(ffe I~· sws, ,/~)) = t/J(ffe, ~). 

Hence, as is seen by changing the prime element n, (5.2) implies that 
t/J(ffe, ~) is a tame representation of Gal(k•h/k) in the mixed charac
teristic case. 

Remark (5.5). The theorem [20] (3.4) of Laumon is regarded as 
the following case of(5.2): k= Fq((n)), ffe comes from a A-sheaf on Spec (F) 
by the base change F ~ A [ r- 1], and ~ is the sheaf of rank one defined 
by the character Gal (MseP/M)---+A x of order p associated to the Artin
Schreier equation XP-X=Tn-P. In this case, det(ffe, swq(~))=det(~, 
swn (ffe)) = 1 and the Swan conductor of~ with respect to K is [nPJ- [dT], 
and so the formula (5.2) becomes 

e(ffe, dT)=t/J(ffe, ~)(-n). 

The following (5.6) will be proved in [17] (I hope that in the final 
version of [17], we can weaken the assumptions in (5.6)). 

Theorem (5.6). The conjecture (5.2) is true if ffe and ~ are of rank 
one, and~ is defined by a character Gal (MseP/M)---+Ax of order p. 
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